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RECOGNITIONS

Winston Attorneys Honored During the ���� Florida Legal
Awards

FEBRUARY 1, 2024

Winston attorneys have been chosen as finalists for two 2024 Florida Legal Awards by the Daily Business Review.

Nicholas Rodriguez is a finalist in the individual Diversity & Inclusion category and our Digital Assets & Blockchain

Technology Group is in contention for the Innovators category.

Nicholas is a partner in Winston’s Miami office and an established leader in complex domestic and cross-border

M&A transactions, national and international private equity, joint ventures, and restructurings (among other

specialties). In addition to a full caseload and his responsibilities as a husband and father to three young girls, Nick is

an outstanding mentor dedicated to bettering the next generation of diverse legal talent through his consummate

guidance. He has served as a formal and informal mentor to numerous junior attorneys, placing particular emphasis

on mentoring first-generation students and professionals who come from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Read Nicholas’s finalist Q&A here.

The firm’s Digital Assets & Blockchain Technology Group—co-chaired by Carl Fornaris, Kimberly Prior, and Daniel

Stabile in the firm’s Miami office—proudly represents many of the world’s leading digital native and traditional

institutions in connection with their most significant matters. The group’s attorneys routinely advise clients engaging

in blockchain-related activities on regulatory and compliance issues, business combination transactions, and

litigation, investigation and enforcement matters.

The winners were announced at an awards ceremony to be held on April 4, 2024, in Miami.

See the full list of winners and finalists here.
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Related Topics
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Related Capabilities

Cryptocurrencies, Digital Assets & Blockchain Technology

Related Professionals

Carl Fornaris

Kimberly A. Prior

Nicholas E. Rodriguez

https://www.winston.com/en/site-search?q=Diversity%2C%20Equity%20%26%20Inclusion
https://www.winston.com/en/capabilities/sectors/blockchain-cryptocurrencies-and-nfts
https://www.winston.com/en/professionals/fornaris-carl
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Daniel T. Stabile
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